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Introduction
After decades where spinning disks were the cost-effective standard in enterprise storage solutions, the 
latest advances in storage are “all-flash” storage arrays.  One flash storage provider – Infinidat – 
separates itself from current storage array solutions by providing the performance of All Flash arrays at 
the cost of commodity drive arrays. Besides flash-like performance at commodity prices, their Infinibox 
solution features enterprise capabilities, including snapshots, AD integration, “7 nines” of reliability, 
replication and multi-protocol support.

Why another storage platform?  
The explosive growth and scale of big data - especially in the field of healthcare, best illustrated by 
genomics - has created problems that go well beyond the technical challenges of generating the data 
(i.e., the challenge in mapping the genome).  The real challenge is how to store from petabytes to 
possibly exabytes of data on cost-effective storage that can provide the high performance needed to 
truly leverage the value of this data with real time analytics.  Until now the answer was to compromise: 
either use “cheap and deep” storage that delivered poor performance when pushed to support the 
analytics needed to fully leverage the data, or purchase high priced flash storage that was too 
expensive for all but the largest companies to address the unprecedented scale and performance 
demands of big data analytics.  

Big data analytics isn’t just for the Fortune 100 companies of the world anymore; in the information 
age, consumer data has become an indispensable competitive edge for companies of all sizes and in 
all verticals.  The data is certainly important; but availability of the data and ability to recover from 
loss can make the difference between another day at the office and a catastrophic loss of data, along 
with the revenue and market share opportunities it brings.  Large data sets have a unique performance 
profile that is unpredictable and can often bring a storage framework to its knees, causing high 
latencies and unacceptable performance.  This has opened up the marketplace to numerous solutions 
from the major vendors, including all flash arrays and hybrid arrays, in an attempt to address both the 
performance and the cost issues.

How does Infinibox achieve flash array performance at spinning 
disk cost?
Infinidat brings high performance to low cost disk storage by adding intelligent algorithms to bridge the 
gap between high performance and high capacity.  Infinibox uses software and inexpensive CPU 
cycles to leverage the performance of small amounts of expensive DRAM and large amounts of NAND 
flash (SSD drives) in front of inexpensive commodity SATA disks.  

Hard drive prices are falling, but the cost per I/O is still high for both spinning disk and flash.  At the 
same time, CPU prices have fallen while performance has improved (multi-core Intel and AMD 
processors) to the point where CPU cycles are inexpensive compared to the cost of disk  I/O. Intelligent 
use of CPU cycles can enable a mix of DRAM, NAND flash and spinning disk to match the performance 
of flash storage arrays. Several vendors have attempted to do this with hybrid arrays that combine 
SSDs and spinning disks, but results have been mixed.

Don’t several vendors already offer SSD with spinning disk to 
achieve these goals?
There are a number of established as well as new storage vendors that offer hybrid arrays claiming to 
offer the performance of flash at the cost of spinning disk. It’s simple to configure a storage array with 
both spinning disk and flash in the same chassis. The objective is to use faster SSDs to serve up “hot” 
data and for the spinning disk to inexpensively store the data not in use (cold data). But although this 
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idea is simple, the execution is much harder.  It’s quite common for a hybrid type array to work well 
initially, then be brought to its knees when it runs the flash but fails to predict the correct data to serve 
up, and instead begins pulling data directly from spinning disks.  The secret isn’t in mixing flash and 
spinning disk into a hybrid array; the real trick is in figuring out how to preload data that will be 
needed soon onto the SSD drives – a technique that is called pre-fetching (i.e., fetching data before 
it’s needed and putting it onto fast disk or memory such as an SSD drive).

How does Infinibox avoid this “performance cliff?”
The holy grail of all storage arrays is to predict what data will be needed soon and move that data 
onto faster disk or memory.  Infinibox brings innovative software algorithms to predictively place 
needed data onto DRAM and NAND flash.  First generation storage arrays used predictive analytics 
methods of pre-fetching data into system memory to determine the data that would be needed next, 
because memory (like the RAM on a desktop computer or laptop) is much faster than spinning magnetic 
hard drive disk.  In traditional arrays such as EMC’s VMAX, pre-fetch was one of the important 
differentiators that determined how well the VMAX performed.  Spinning disk is very cost-effective, 
but can only provide approximately 100-125 IOPs (I/Os, or requests for a unit of data), per second, 
per disk – and under multiple workloads every I/O is valuable and in high demand.  If there are more 
I/O requests than what the disk can provide, all those requests get queued up in a “bottleneck,” and 
the user or application has to wait for its turn to have its I/O data request satisfied.

Pre-fetching is attempting to predict and fetch the data into fast memory (cache).  A correct pre-
fetching prediction is called a cache hit, and an incorrect prediction is a cache miss.  Each cache miss 
slows down processing because servers/clients must wait for data to be requested of  the spinning 
hard drive.  Pre-fetch algorithms are not perfect, as cache misses are common; more cache misses 
means having to queue up requests for valuable and limited disk I/Os.  

Infinibox goes beyond the traditional pre-fetch algorithms.  The performance of a storage system can 
be measured by IOPs and throughput (how many MB per second it can provide) and the latency (in 
microseconds or milliseconds) in response to data requests.  Generally IOPs, throughput and latency of 
hardware are fixed and cannot be changed other than by changing hardware; mechanical spinning 
disk can only provide between 100-125 IOPs, and only replacing them with different hardware (like 
SSD flash drives) can improve performance.  

As each data write comes in, Infinibox takes note of its relation to other pieces of data as well as the 
“heat” level (how “hot” or “cold” the data is – i.e., how frequently it is requested), and writes those 
with a similar heat level into the same portion of the disk.  A fingerprint (metadata) is also written (and 
updated with each read) for every piece of data identified at this heat level, as well as its relationship 
to other data being accessed at the same time.  Over a period of time the request frequency for 
specific data is updated into the fingerprint and identifies strong correlations that can be used to 
predict which data tends to be recalled together with a high degree of confidence.  The more often 
two pieces of data are recalled together,  the stronger the correlation and the more accurate the 
predictions.  This information predicts where the IOs are going and tells the Infinibox what data to  
pre-fetch.   

The combination of writing data with similar temperature (hot/cold/warm) together and fingerprinting 
enables the Infinibox to make very intelligent estimates about what data will be needed next and pre-
load that data into NAND and DRAM memory to improve the performance to SSD levels.  Infinibox has 
approximately 12 billion NAND and DRAM slots for data, and so it can make up to 12 billion 
estimates of what pieces of data will be required next.  This highly intelligent algorithm maximizes the 
efficiency of the limited IOPs of spinning disks, so that they perform like much more expensive flash 
SSDs.
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But don’t all storage arrays use a pre-fetch algorithm?
Other storage arrays use a much simpler caching pre-fetch scheme that is also limited in scope.  For 
example, an IBM XIV array uses an SSD cache map that is built upon cache misses.  When data is 
requested, it is read into SSD or DRAM cache as part of a 64KB data section.  If the request results 
in a miss, the data is fetched from HDD and the miss is noted.  Each miss results in an update to a 
table for future reference (to help with pre-fetching). However, this table only exists in cache and 
eventually disappears when the when the cache gets full – in other words, the oldest data is 
discarded to make room for new data in the table.  Infinibox uses a persistent tree system to keep 
track of all data in the system that is used for pre-fetching. None of the information is ever written 
over or discarded. 

Isn’t that a lot of data to keep track of for the Infinibox?  And 
what is a TRIE tree?
Infinibox does track a large quantity of data, and creating a solution to track  and partition this 
data into small enough units to compute on is the challenge solved by the TRIE tree.  A TRIE tree is a 
way to map what the user or host computer sees (think Windows Explorer or My Computer) 
compared to what is actually on disk (the bits and bytes that make up a file or piece of data).  For 
example, when you click on MyExpenseSheet.xls on your computer, you are asking your computer to 
bring up that spreadsheet. When the spreadsheet is resident on your own computer, where you are 
the only user, this is usually a very fast operation; however, if you have other applications running at 
the same time, then you might see the hourglass spinning as your computer retrieves the file for you.

Now imagine you are trying to access your spreadsheet from your network home directory drive. If 
you are working at a big company, there’s a good chance your home directory resides on a 
centralized storage array from one of the big vendors, such as Infinidat or a competitor (Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise, Netapp, IBM, etc.).  If you are the only user, it is easy for the storage array to 
satisfy your request, and your spreadsheet loads up very fast.  The computer initiates a search for 
MyExpenseSheet.xls, locates the disk it resides on, retrieves the file pieces and puts them together as 
it sends those bits and bytes over the network to your computer.

So if you are the only user, any file you ask for will come back pretty quickly, assuming the network 
is not overloaded.  But in the case of a company with centralized storage, there are hundreds, if not 
thousands of users and servers that may be asking for specific data and files throughout the day.  
That’s hundreds or thousands of requests to the storage array for different data by different users - 
requests to search hundreds of disks for the file.  The only way to provide fast service to the end 
user is to either limit the number of requests, or be able to find the data faster and with less latency.  
If a file and its pieces can be located faster, latency is reduced and performance is improved.  This 
is what the TRIE tree does: it quickly and efficiently maps the virtual file (what you see on My 
Computer or Windows Explorer) to where that file is stored on the disk.  Because the TRIE tree is 
very efficient, it can track large quantities of data without a significant impact on speed and 
performance.  

A “Deep Dive” into the TRIE tree
A TRIE tree starts as a virtual user address space (VUA) to represent the data to users (analogous to 
how Windows Explorer represents a computer’s files and folders to you).  This VUA is partitioned 
into smaller units called Virtual Units (VUs).  Beneath this VUA is the Virtual Disk Address (VDA) - the 
actual physical space and file storage occupied on the disk.  The VUA is a virtual representation or 
map of the VDA- analogous to a file browser pointing to the actual files on disk.  The VDA is made 
up of the raw storage capacity minus parity space and 5% for disk sparing and healing.  The VDA 
is partitioned off into 64KB data sections consisting of 60KB of data and 4KB of metadata.  A raid 
stripe in the Infinibox has 14 of these data sectors plus 2 sectors for parity.
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The mapping between the VUA and the VDA is a TRIE tree which is an ordered tree data structure.  The 
TRIE tree has a very compact footprint and high performance when implemented in the Infinibox.  This 
results in very fast searches and reads of the data on disk.  

In the data structure world, trees are structures that resemble an upside down tree with a trunk that 
spreads out in branches that are data structures that keep data organized for searches, access, 
inserting and deleting.  Think of how files on your computer are organized in folders and subfolders; 
properly organized and named, they enable you to find that photo of you and Aunt Gertrude from 
2005 Thanksgiving a lot easier and faster than searching thousands of pictures in a single folder 
manually.  You would simply look under Documents  My Pictures  2005 Thanksgiving Pics - and 
there it will be found.

TRIE trees are compact, high performing trees because of several characteristics.  They are one of the 
technology components that make the Infinibox perform so well.  The TRIE tree has multiple nodes (leafs 
on branches) just like on a B-tree (the most common data tree in use). But unlike the B-tree, the nodes 
don’t individually point to a physical address; rather, the entire traversal down the tree points to the 
physical data – i.e., the location of the node is the actual address.  Along the way, encoded into the 
traversal is locality of reference from this.  This locality of reference is the pointer to the data from the 
Virtual User Address.  

This makes a TRIE very fast when searching; for example, if you wanted to find the word “tea” in the 
picture above you would find “t” then “te” then “tea” which is a very fast traversal search rather than 
trying to find the word “tea” as a unique key in a node on a branch.

The second characteristic of the TRIE is that it can point to spaces of infinitely variable size.  Infinibox 
exploits this by using sequential writes for all files and data blocks.  If, for example, we write a large 
backup file onto the Infinibox, the pointer to this sequentially written file is exactly one.  The benefits 
are in quicker updates to the TRIE tree, less space used (compactness of the tree), faster searches and 
writes, and very fast snapshots (see the Snapshot section below), since the TRIE tree itself is very 
compact in memory.  

Snaps without penalty
Snapshots are a “point in time” copy of a data set.  Snaps have become an indispensable tool in many 
companies.  By making a quick point in time copy, we can revert back to a prior set of data if 
something goes wrong.  An OS update goes badly?  Revert to a prior snap.  A change to a database 
schema didn’t work out in testing?  Revert to a prior snap.  Snaps are fast because there is no actual 
copying at the time we take a snap.  A snap is a just a set of pointers to all the blocks of data that 
comprise the volume or other unit of storage, instead of an actual copy.  Snapshots have become a must 
have for any storage array.  Many customers are under the impression they can take unlimited 
snapshots, because vendors tell us that snapshots consume very few resources.  In theory, a snapshot is 
simply a pointer to existing data sectors.
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Snaps, however, do carry a cost, despite vendor literature that says otherwise.  There is significant 
room for improvement of snapshots.  Anytime a snap is taken, parts of the array must be locked to 
prevent “in-flight” I/Os that are part of the snap volume.  If we don’t lock parts of the array during a 
snap, these in-flight I/Os will be half-in and half-out of the snap.  This results in data corruption; hence 
the need for locking memory structures during a snap.

Array locking also causes performance issues when large numbers of snaps are taken on an array. This 
is one of the reasons why storage arrays are almost never configured to their maximum capacity.  

Infinibox solves this problem by using TRIE tree and timestamps.  At the time of the snap an entry is 
made in the TRIE tree for the snapshot.  With Infinibox, creating a snap is a data entry operation with 
no array locking.  The data entry process in a TRIE tree is very fast.  The real secret is that Infinibox 
does not have to lock the array to get a consistent snap.  Each piece of data in the array has a 
timestamp from a very accurate internal clock in the array.  Infinibox inserts a timestamped pointer in 
the TRIE tree entry to define the snapshot. Any data sectors in the volume with a timestamp before the 
pointer are part of the snap, and any data sectors with a timestamp after the snap pointer are not 
part of the snap. 

This is a simple and elegant solution, with no need to lock the array, resulting in the ability to snap with 
essentially no impact on performance, and the ability to have larger numbers of snaps than any other 
array.  Infinidat has tested and supported up to 100,000 snaps on an array without any performance 
degradation on the system. Additional testing has shown that Infinidat can create 25 snaps per second 
without any degradation or spikes in latency.  

Does Infinibox use Copy on Write snaps?
The two most common types of snapshots are Copy on Write (CoW) and Redirect on Write (RoW).  
With CoW snapshots, when the data changes on the original volume, the original data is written to 
another disk area reserved for the snapshot pool of storage, then the change is written to the original 
data sector.  This requires two writes for every change made.   This is called a “double write penalty” 
for each change of data (see diagram below).
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For the other snapshot method, Redirect on Write, any new data writes are redirected to another 
storage pool set aside for the snaps. The advantage of this method is that only one write takes place 
per change, versus two writes for the CoW snaps.  The only negative with RoW is the data can become 
fragmented. 

See diagram below:
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Infinibox uses Redirect on Write snapshots, solving the problem of fragmentation by pulling together 
the changed data sectors into one write.  In this way Infinibox reaps the benefit of RoW snaps while 
avoiding the fragmentation penalties associated with this snapshot method.  

How reliable is the Infinibox?
Storage array reliability depends on several factors, but can be broken down into two areas – data 
integrity and hardware resiliency.  The integrity of the data is addressed via RAID schemes (to buffer 
against hardware issues) and other integrity safeguards.  In the case of data integrity, Infinibox writes 
a parity section to every 64KB data sector to guard against data corruption. 

Every drive has a bit error rate, which is the percentage of errors occurring in the data.  These errors 
cause issues ranging from minor file corruption (an unreadable word document) to disk crashes from 
multiple errors on a drive.  Many of these errors are masked by the array or controller moving data to 
“good” sectors on the disk before marking them bad, and we never see this.  But sometimes the data is 
not recoverable, causing data corruption or disk crashes.  Bit errors only become more frequent as disk 
drives become larger, since the more bits you have, the more errors you will have (it’s a percentage 
game).  Having the extra parity check sum tied to each data sector enables data recovery in the event 
of an “unrecoverable” data error.

On the hardware side, Infinibox delivers “7 nines” of availability, which few, if any, arrays can deliver. 
This is achieved with three Active-Active nodes with triple redundant power and data paths - so instead 
of the usual n+1 redundancy, Infinibox is n+2 redundant.  This design allows for the failure of any two 
components without interrupting access to data or incurring data loss.  Most dual controller (or node) 
arrays are n+1 redundant – meaning they can withstand only one component loss of any type.  If more 
than one component goes down, then the entire array is down.

Another point of failure on modern arrays is port drivers.  Drivers tend to contain the most unstable 
code in a storage system, and are the first array component exposed to user activity.  A misbehaving 
host can flood the port driver on a storage system, causing the array port to shut down and bring the 
entire node down.  With the Infinibox, port drivers run as a user instead of privileged kernel space on 
the node controllers – like running on Windows as a normal user instead of an administrator.  Infinibox 
isolates the port drivers so they don’t require admin level access privileges. 

Each node has a battery backup UPS, per standard industry practice.  But Infinibox has improved upon 
the standard UPS implementation:  the array monitors the charge on each node’s battery and limits the 
amount of pending writes in cache to the proportion of the battery charge.  This guarantees that in the 
event of a power outage there is sufficient battery charge for each node to destage all of its pending 
writes.  Under normal conditions (i.e., an initial power outage) the UPS should have a full charge and be 
able to destage the all of the node’s pending writes; however in a subsequent power failure after the 
power comes back on, there may be insufficient time to charge the UPS to full capacity.  If the power 
should go out again before full charge is reached, there will not be enough charge to destage all the 
pending writes, resulting in loss of data. Infinibox limits the probability of data loss by limiting  the 
number of writes in proportion to the amount of UPS charge.

Each node has its own local disk with commodity Linux servers.  Because the disk shelves are directly 
connected to data center power (with no UPS power), they will shut down immediately upon data 
center power loss, while the nodes destage all pending writes to vault (their own local disk) before 
shutting down.  
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This model results in “seven 9s” of reliability, which becomes ever more important as more and more 
data centers become virtualized.  A decade ago the failure of a storage array effectively shut off 
access to data for many servers.  Today the failure of a storage array could mean the complete 
failure of many servers, if the array provides the data stores for a virtual environment.  This means that 
today a storage array failure can truly be an even more catastrophic event for many companies.

Does Infinibox use RAID 5 or RAID 6?
Infinibox uses a variation of RAID 6 for disk protection.  Traditional RAID 6 uses two parity sections for 
data.  In other words if we have ten disks, two of the disks will write a piece of parity for eight pieces 
of data (which are written across the other eight disks).  This allows for two disks to fail before data 
loss because the data that is lost can be rebuilt from this parity information. 

Parity can be thought of as a checksum.  A simple example of a checksum for the disks would be:

Disk 1: 10 Disk 2: 7 Disk 3: 11 Disk 4 (Parity): 28

If we lose Disk 4 we haven’t lost any data because that is just a checksum.  If we lose Disk 1, we can 
recreate the data on that disk by simply subtracting the data on Disk 2 and 3 from Disk 4 (28 – 7 – 11 
= 10).  Note that if we lose more than 1 disk (say Disk 1 and 3) we cannot recreate the lost data – 
there is no way we can take the checksum of 28 and data from Disk 2 (7) to determine what was on 
Disk 1 and Disk 3.  The best we could do is guess that Disk 1 plus Disk 3 is 21.  That isn’t enough 
information to tell us what was on Disk 1 and 3 individually.

(A checksum is also written as part of each 64KB data section so the integrity of the data itself can be 
checked by the Infinibox.)

This is written in a horizontal format; in other words, RAID is written across a disk enclosure (with four 
disks) like this:

This is what is called horizontal parity; the data and parity are written (in logical view) horizontally 
across the disks.   For each stripe of data, two pieces of data are written and two pieces of parity are 
written to disk.  Two pieces of parity are written so that if two disks are lost the data can still be 
recreated.  Two parity RAID is done to address the loss of two disks, as we illustrated in the prior 
example.  The location of parity is changed for each stripe - as seen in the illustration -  so that parity 
is spread out.
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With the Infinibox architecture, instead of RAID 6 data and parity written horizontally across the data 
stripe, the second parity data is written to another RAID stripe and is called diagonal parity.  This 
becomes important because Infinibox writes its RAID data in fourteen data sections and two parity 
sections, and it intelligently keeps these sixteen different sections on different disks and disk enclosures 
for protection.  Infinibox also works to minimize situations where any RAID groups that have common/
related data are written to the same disk.  This helps ensure that any triple disk failure does not result in 
data loss.  

In traditional arrays, RAID groups are created from a group of disks that an administrator designates - 
typically about fourteen disks - so all the RAID stripes are written to these fourteen disks.  Since the 
RAID stripes are not written in static fashion across a RAID group of disks, but rather on disks throughout 
the array on locations selected by the Infinibox controllers, loss of a disk results in much faster rebuild 
times.  In a traditional array, when one of those disks in the RAID group fails it would be replaced by 
calling a “hot spare” into action.  The array would calculate and rebuild this into a replacement for the 
failed disk by using parity to calculate and write the missing data sections onto the new disk.  So, all the 
activity and work occurs on one disk, and this single disk has limited  IOPs that it can provide.  This 
means that the disk functions at “full throttle” for several hours until it is fully populated with the missing 
data.  In contrast, because the RAID stripes on the Infinibox are spread throughout the array, loss of a 
disk means that the missing data is re-written to the reserved “hot spare space” on every disk.  So 
multiple disks participate in the rebuild process, achieving a much faster rebuild of the lost data onto 
dozens of disks, instead of onto a single disk that is being hammered until the rebuild is done.  
Therefore, rebuilding after the loss of a 4TB disk takes just minutes to accomplish.

A side note:  A second disk failure is most likely to occur during a hot spare rebuild, because all the 
disks on the RAID group are running at maximum performance for several hours.  The sooner you can 
rebuild that disk, the less likely you are to cause another hard drive failure during the rebuild.  Also, 
because 5% of every drive is reserved for this rebuild space, the system can lose up to twelve drives 
(not simultaneously) before needing physical replacements - although this is not recommended.

Real time space reclamation makes thin provisioning efficient 
Infinibox is one of the few storage arrays that feature real time space reclamation for thin provisioning.  

Thin provisioning is the over-allocation of storage to one or more volumes.  Thin provisioning is another 
“RFP checkbox” item; it relies on the historical tendency of applications and application owners to only 
use a fraction of the storage allocated to them by storage administrators.  If 100 GB of storage is 
given to an application or server, often only a fraction of that 100 GB is initially used for data.  It may 
take weeks, months, or sometimes even years before that 100 GB will become filled with data.  
Meanwhile, the unused space is costing money.  

Thin provisioning makes the server/application think there is 100 GB of free space, while in the 
background only enough storage is provided  to store the actual amount of data being written to the 
storage.  For example, thin provisioning can take 10 TB of disk space and create twenty volumes of 1 
TB each using thin provisioning, as long as only ½ TB is written to each volume.  If “thick provisioning” is 
used, where the true storage is allocated, only 10 volumes of 1 TB each can be created from our 10 TB 
of disk space.  As long as the total amount of data does not exceed 10 TB, there should not be any 
complications. 

Aside from running out of space if storage being used is not proactively monitored, the main issue with 
thin provisioning is that when someone deletes data (such as a VMDK),  the free space being released is 
not visible; disk consumption seems to continue to grow with time.  The reason is that many applications, 
unless properly managed, do not release this disk space. Most of the time user intervention and/or third 
party tools are required to reclaim this space.
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Infinibox features real time space reclamation.  Space is reclaimed in real time as VMDKs are released 
by VMware, so that user intervention and third party tools are not required to release space that is no 
longer being used.  

How does Infinibox address the move towards a Green Data 
Center?
Infinibox’s innovative architecture using SSD and DRAM cache permits primary storage based upon 
very dense disks (currently 4 TB, with much denser disks on the future roadmap).  With this storage 
density, the Infinibox does not require the floor space of traditional arrays that depend on 
performance-oriented SAS and fiber channel disks.  A single Infinibox in 42U of rack space provides 2 
petabytes of storage without any additional efficiency-driven operations, such as deduplication or 
compression.  Using only 8 kW/hour, the energy cost per TB is lower than competing arrays. 

What does the future hold for Infinibox?
Infinibox was designed from the ground up to support multi-protocols.  The Infinibox currently supports 
fiber channel and iSCSI.  NFS has been released recently (GA in 2.2), and CIFS/SMB support within the 
Infinibox’s unified architecture is planned for early 2017.  NFS, as well as all protocols, run in user 
space and not in kernel code – thus implementation of additional protocols does not require a re-write 
of the kernel code; rather, the code is written in user space and calls on the kernel code to store data in 
the same structure as it does for block.  This keeps the code small and lightweight for better 
performance than other unified storage arrays.  
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About Siwel Consulting, Inc.
Siwel Consulting delivers industry-leading IT services to help you Store, Compute, Analyze, Manage, Protect 
and Secure the life-blood of your business: your data. We provide outstanding technical expertise to support our
suite of comprehensive IT implementation services, including innovative virtualization, storage, Big Data analytics, 
cloud enablement and backup/recovery solutions, comprehensive IT asset management services and flexible, 
cost-effective workforce management solutions. We leverage longstanding strategic partnerships to deliver the 
latest hardware and software products, enduring personal relationships to recruit and place cost-effective IT 
professionals, and our own team of client-focused certified engineers and consultants to analyze your data, 
optimize your IT assets and align IT strategy with your overall business objectives.  The result is greater operational 
efficiency, new sources of competitive advantage and additional revenue opportunities for your business. 

Siwel is a woman-owned business founded in 1992, and is headquartered in New York City.
 

Siwel Consulting, Inc.
213 West 35th Street – 12th floor 
New York, NY 10001 

phone: 212.691.9326 
fax: 212.929.6815 
email: info@siwel.com
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